STYL PLZEŇ
production co-operative
GASKETS & ASSEMBLY Division
We have been manufacturing gaskets since Flat rubber cut-outs
1959. At present we offer the following types Thicknesses ranging from 1 to 5 mm (including
rubber with a textile insert), 1 and 2 mm thick PVC,
of gasket:
microporous rubber, etc. based on the design and
Gasket sets for engines in passenger vehicles and speciﬁcations of the customer.
trucks
We manufacture gasket sets for both passenger Fibre sealing rings
Various dimensions pursuant to CSN 029310.8
vehicles and trucks.
from the size 4 x 8 mm to 38 x 44 mm.
Felt rings and mats
We offer various sizes, types and material thickness Gaskets to customer’s speciﬁcation
ranging from 1 to 20 mm. Material type – according For older and foreign makes of cars - on the basis of
the supplied sample using MOTORIT or KLINGER
to customer’s speciﬁcation.
1000 materials.
Asbestosless gaskets
Supplied by the companies Reinz, Frenzelit, Copper and aluminium sealing rings
Temac and Klinger in thicknesses ranging from We manufacture various copper and aluminium
0.5 to 3 mm. These are ﬂat cut-out sealing rings sealing rings pursuant to CSN 029310.2-3.
in various sizes for ﬂanged connections, screwings,
radiator connectors and similar seals. We can also
manufacture ﬂat gaskets in sizes up to 600 x 800
mm.
Gaskets from oil-resistant paper
Rotes gaskets - thicknesses from 0.2 to 1 mm for
passenger vehicles and trucks. We also manufacture
ﬂat cut-outs of various shapes according to customer
speciﬁcations, up to the size 600 x 800 mm.
Cork gaskets
Thicknesses ranging from 2 to 4 mm, various types
and sizes.

Our Assembly Division offers the following services:
Bookbinding Production
We bind the collections of laws, magazines, newspapers
and theses. We carry out manual book-binding, the
repair and renovation of books, gold pressing and
embossing using blocks, cutting using cutting machines
as well as drilling sheets of paper, labels and tags.
We also duplicate various forms, internal guidelines,
price lists, technical documentation, annual reports
and pamphlets with the option of binding (pamphlet,
thermal binding, coil binding, sewing using staplers,
common binding).
Manufacture of ofﬁce supplies and sealed PVC
packaging
We manufacture ﬁle folders in many designs and sizes,
binders, folders, business card organizers, document

folders, menu covers, various cases (e.g. for tools,
ﬁshing rods and other products), or other products on
request.
Cardboard production
We manufacture cardboard boxes, collapsible boxes,
archiving boxes, combination boards, gift boxes and
cases (e.g. for goblets and statuettes), protective gratings
for bottle boxes, protective picture and furniture corners,
various interlays and boards and other shaped cut-outs.
Assembly and Cooperative Work
This type of work is carried out in various ﬁelds
of activities and includes the completing of minor
products in sets, the labelling of products and various
ﬁnishing works according to the customers´ needs.

Contact:
STYL PLZEŇ, production co-operative
GASKETS & ASSEMBLY Division
Radobyčická 24
305 49 Pilsen, Czech Republic
Assembly: Phone No.: +420 377 361 137
Gaskets: Phone No.: +420 377 361 114, 145
Fax: +420 377 361 105
Fax: +420 377 361 134
E-mail: tesneni@nh.styl-plzen.cz
E-mail: kompletace@styl-plzen.cz
www.styl-plzen.cz

